Let D be an ultrafilter on the set N of natural numbers. To each function p: N -N and each ultrafilter E that is mapped to D by p, we associate a Dedekind cut in the ultrapower ö-prod N. We characterize, in terms of rather simple closure conditions, the cuts obtainable in this manner when various restrictions are imposed on E and p. These results imply existence theorems, some known and some new, for various special kinds of ultrafilters and maps.
ABSTRACT. Let D be an ultrafilter on the set N of natural numbers.
To each function p: N -N and each ultrafilter E that is mapped to D by p, we associate a Dedekind cut in the ultrapower ö-prod N. We characterize, in terms of rather simple closure conditions, the cuts obtainable in this manner when various restrictions are imposed on E and p. These results imply existence theorems, some known and some new, for various special kinds of ultrafilters and maps.
Although some of what we say can be generalized to larger cardinals, we shall confine our attention to ultrafilters on a countable set, which we may take to be the set /V of natural numbers. It will be convenient to identify N xN with N by means of one of the standard pairing functions; thus, the projections, and ff2» ft°m 'V x N to N may be viewed as maps from iV to Af.
If E is an ultrafilter on iV, we define an equivalence relation on the functions from /V to N by declaring two functions to be equal mod E iff their restrictions to some set in E are the same. The equivalence class [/] of a function / is called its germ (more precisely, its E-germ [/lg), and the set of all germs is the ultrapower E-prod N. All relations and operations defined on N have natural extensions making E-prod iV an elementary extension of N, provided we identify the germs of constant functions with the values of these functions (see [8] ). A function p: N -» /V maps E to the ultrafilter p(E) = {A C ,V| p~ HA) e E\; p(E) depends only on E and the E-germ of p. If p maps E to D, we write p: E -* D. If, in addition, p is one-to-one on some set in E, then we call p an isomorphism from E to D and write p: E Sf D. In this case, there is a permutation of /V equal mod E to /, and there is an isomorphism g:D«E, unique mod D, such that f ° g and g °f are equal, mod D and E respectively, to the identity. It is easy to check that the composite of two isomorphisms is again an isomorphism.
If we replace a map p: E -» D by another with the same germ, or if we compose p with an isomorphism E' = E, all the properties of p in which we shall be interested remain unchanged. By means of such modifications, we can convert any p into J7j. Whenever we call a map p, the reader should visualize it as TTy N x N -» N. We call the sets p~Hn] fibers, and we say that a function is fiberwise constant on a set A iff its restriction to A n p~l\n\ is constant for each n (the constant may depend on n). The notion of fiberwise one-to-one is defined analogously.
We call a map p: E -» D irreducible (on E) iff, whenever p = f ° g mod E, either j:£s g(E) or /: g(E) = D.
Lemma. A necessary and sufficient condition for p to be irreducible on E is that every function h be fiberwise one-to-one or fiberwise constant on some set in E.
Proof. Necessity: For any given h, define gix) = ihix), pix)), fix) = n2ix), so that p = f °g. If g: E = g{E), then g is one-to-one on a set in E, which clearly implies that h is fiberwise one-to-one on the same set. On the other hand, if /: g(E) ~D, then / is one-to-one on a set B e g(E). By definition of / and g, it follows that hix) = h(y) whenever g(x) 6 B, giy) e B, and pix) = piy).
This means that h is fiberwise constant on g-1(ß) e E.
Sufficiency: Let p = f ° g mod E, say p = f 0 g on A e E. Then the restriction g\A never takes the same value in different fibers. If g is fiberwise oneto-one on a set B £ E, then g is one-to-one on A n B e E, so g: E Sg(E). On the other hand, if g is fiberwise constant on some B £ E, then there is a map £ such that g = & °p on B. Thus g = k °f °g on Aflß and / is one-to-one on g(A nß) e g(E), so /: g(E) sd, d
We call a nonprincipal ultrafilter E a Ramsey ultrafilter iff it satisfies one, hence all, of the following three equivalent conditions:
(1) A constant function is irreducible on E.
(2) Every function on N is one-to-one or constant on some set in E.
(3) For every partition of [N]2, the set of unordered pairs from N, into two parts, there is an A e E such that [A]2 is included in one of the parts.
(The only nontrivial implication, (2) => (3), is due to Kunen; a proof is given in [3] .) By weakening conditions (2) and (3), we obtain two wider classes of ultra- [l], [3] , [ill.
The condition, appearing in Theorems 2, 3, and 4, that every countable subset of L have a lower bound in L, will be automatically satisfied if S has a countable cofinal subset, because D-prod /V is Kj-saturated (see [9] ). For example, we may take S to be the standard part of D-prodA/. Using this choice of 5, we find from Theorem 4 that if CH holds, there are weakly Ramsey ultrafilters that are not Ramsey.
The It is not difficult to generalize Theorem 1 to this situation.
Although it seems likely that analogs of some of our other theorems also hold in more general contexts, we do not pursue the matter further and turn instead to the proofs of our theorems.
Proof . Then c A{n) < c A in) < gin) for all but finitely many n £ B., hence for all n in a certain set in D (as D is nonprincipal). Therefore,
[c^] is a lower bound in L for the Ig J's.
Conversely, let a P-point D and a proper cut (S, L) satisfying the condition of the theorem be given. We let p = nl:NxN-*N, and we construct a P-point E on A/ x A/ such that p(E) = D and (S, L) is the associated cut. E will be generated by an almost decreasing sequence {A a| a < (i.e. a < ß =*Aß-Aa is finite). As remarked above, this suffices to guarantee that E is a P-point.
Each Aa will be large in the sense that [cA ]p e L; this suffices to guarantee that p(E) = D and L includes the upper part of the associated cut. In addition, we impose the following requirements on the A a's. First, for each X CN xN:
(IX) Either X or (N x N) -X includes some A0.
And secondly, for each g: N -»N such that [g]D £ L:
(2g) There is an a such that, for all », cA («) < g(p). a The conditions (IX) guarantee that E is an ultrafilter (which was tacitly assumed in the preceding discussion) and the conditions (2g) guarantee that the upper part of the associated cut includes L.
We construct an almost decreasing sequence of large sets A a, satisfying all the conditions (IX) and (2g) by induction on a < Kj. As we are assuming CH, the conditions (IX) and (2g) can all be arranged in a sequence of length Kj. The
Aa's will be defined so that A^+1 satisfies the j8th condition. Assume that Aß has been defined and is large for all ß < a, and that these A^'s are almost decreasing.
The definition of A a is in four cases.
If a. = 0, let AQ = {(x, y) £ N xN\y < g{x)\ for some g such that Ig] £ L. If a = ß + 1 and the ßth condition is (IX), let A a be Aß OX or Aß-X, whichever is large (either one will do if both are large). Note that A ß n X and A ß -X cannot both be small for then the closure of S under addition would imply that their union A ß is small. or [g] is in L. There is an A e E such that cA(n) < fin)g{n) for all n in some set B £ D;
replacing A by A C\ p~ (B), we can assume cA(n) <f{n)g(n) for all n. Thus, each fiber A n p-1{«! can be partitioned into f(n) or fewer sets, each of cardinality at most g{n).
If we let h be a function which is constant on each set of such a partition but takes different values on different sets, then any subset of A on which b is fiberwise one-to-one must have cardinality function < /, while any subset of A on which h is fiberwise constant has cardinality function < g. As p is irreducible, some such subset is in E, so (because is infinite, and because we arranged that t/^+j] < before defining A). Therefore, [cß] is the required lower bound.
As p is irreducible, one of the two cases occurs, so the (/"Ps are bounded from below in L.
To prove the converse part of the theorem, let D and a cut (S, L) satisfying the conditions of the theorem be given. As in the corresponding part of the proof of Theorem 2, we let p = ffj, and we obtain E as the filter generated by a sequence {AJ a < Kj} of large sets (i.e. [cA ] e L). This sequence will not (in general) be almost decreasing, but it will be decreasing modulo D, i.e. for a< ß, p{A ß-Aa) 4 D. The same conditions (IX) and (2g) as in the previous proof suffice to guarantee that E is an ultrafilter, p: E -» D, and (5, L) is the associated cut. To guarantee that p is irreducible, we add, for each map /: Af x /V -» A/, the condition (3f) / is fiberwise one-to-one or fiberwise constant on some Aa.
We well-order the conditions in a sequence of length K. (using CH) and define License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use the Aa's by induction. The cases that ct = 0ora. = j3+l and the j8th condition is (IX) or (2g) are handled exactly as in the proof of Theorem 2.
If a = ß + 1 and the ßth condition is (3f), we let g(n) be the number of values taken by / on the fiber Aß O p~l\n\, and we let h(n) be the largest number of times any single value is taken by / on that fiber. Thus, Aß has a subset B, on which / is fiberwise one-to-one with cQ = g, and it has another subset C on which / is fiberwise constant with cc = h. As cAß^ < g(n)b(n) and S is closed under multiplication, either B or C must be large and can therefore serve as Aa.
In the case that a is a limit ordinal, we can repeat the argument for Theorem 2, replacing "almost" by "modulo D," up to and including the definition of b and the observation that h is not bounded on any set of D. We also define Cfe as before, and let Aa = Ufc eN Cfc. We find that
Aa-B C U CkCp-l\k\b(k) <n\, so Aa is included in Bn modulo D. Aa has cardinality function g, so it is large. This completes the inductive construction and the proof of the theorem.
Before proving Theorem 4, we develop a few properties of weakly Ramsey ultrafilters that will be useful in that proof. Let E be a weakly Ramsey ultrafilter that is not Ramsey. Thus, there is a function p which is neither one-to-one nor constant on any set of E. We let D -p(E) and observe that D is nonprincipal 2, if pU) ^ p{b).
Let A € E be such that G takes only two values on [A]2. The omitted value cannot be 2, for p is not constant on any set of £. If the omitted value is 0, then / is fiberwise one-to-one on A, while if it is 1, then / is fiberwise constant on A. We have thus shown that p is irreducible. We can, however, obtain more information in the case that / is fiberwise one-to-one. 2, if pia) = pib).
As before we obtain an A € E on which G omits a value, and we see that the omitted value cannot be 2. If the omitted value were 0 and if we let a be an element of A for which pia) is as small as possible, then A would be a subset of p~lip{a}) u \b\ fib) < /(«)}. The first term of this union is not in E (for D is nonprincipal), so the second term would be in E. As / is fiberwise one-to-one on a set of E, we would have a set B € E on each of whose fibers / is one-to-one and takes at most f(a) + 1 values. This contradicts the fact that every set of E must have an unbounded cardinality function because p is not one-to-one on any set of E. Therefore, the omitted value must be 1, but then, / never takes the same value on two different fibers of A. Combining this with the fact that / is fiberwise one-to-one on A, we conclude that / is one-to-one on A. Applying this discussion to the case where / is the identity function, we see furthermore that p is a nondecreasing function on A; since it takes infinitely many values on A (for D is nonprincipal) p must be finite-to-one on A.
Theorem 5. Ler E be weakly Ramsey but not Ramsey, and let p: E -»D be a nonisomorphic map to a nonprincipal ultrafilter. Then
(1) D is Ramsey.
(2) E is a P-point. Proof. The preceding discussion established (1) and that any / is either oneto-one or of the form g ° p (i.e. fiberwise constant) on some set of E. To prove (3) , we need only observe that g is either an isomorphism or constant mod D, because D is Ramsey. Since p is finite-to-one, (2) follows immediately from (3).
Notice that ( To complete the proof, we need only show how to satisfy these extra conditions in the inductive construction of the Aa's. Suppose a large set Aß is given and the jSth condition is (3F); we construct a large subset A^+1 of Aß such that F takes only two values on [A^+1]2. Aß+l will be obtained by cutting down Aß in a sequence of steps.
Step 1. In each fiber AßD p~l{n\, choose a subset Bn such that F takes either only the values }0, 1} or only the value 2 on [B ]2. By well-known estimates in connection with Ramsey's theorem, Bn can be taken to have cardinality at least Vi log2 c(n) where c is the cardinality function of Aß (see [7] ). If F takes the values 0 and 1 on [Snl2, extract yet smaller subsets on which F is homogeneous; otherwise, keep the Bn's you have. These sets will have cardinality at least M (log2 log2 c(n) -1). As S is closed under exponentiation, the union A' of these sets is large, and, for a, b e A' and p(a) = p(b), F|a, b\ depends only on p(a), say F\a, b] = /(p(a)).
Step 2. As D is an ultrafilter and / takes only three values, find a set B e D on which / is constant, and let A" = A* O p-1(B). Being equal to A' modD, A" is large, and there is a single number £ such that F\a, b \ = £ whenever a and are in the same fiber of A".
Step 3. Let c" be the cardinality function of A", and let e(«) = 2£_n c"(k).
For a<b e N, let 0, if c"(6)<9e(a); G| a, fc! = 1, if c"(fc)>9e(a). and, as D is Ramsey, let ß £ D be homogeneous for this partition. Let a be the first element of B. As c" is not bounded by any finite number on B (for A" is large), in particular not by 9^a\ the value of G on Iß]2 must be 1. Let A'" =A"n p_1(ß). If we let c" be its-cardinality function and e\n) = 2£_0 c"(A), then «<kß implies c'"U>) > 9e'(a).
Step 4. For each x e A*", let «/f(x) be the partial function, with domain |y e A"'\p(y) < p{x)\, defined by ^(x)(y) = Fly, x}. If be B (where B is as in
Step 3), a is the last element of B before b, and x e A'" n p~l\b\, the domain of ^(x) has e\d) elements (0, if b is the first element of B), so there are 3e (a) possibilities for ^(x). As this number is less than yc"'(b), there are at least ■\fc'"(b) elements x e A'" n p-1j£>} all yielding the same function tj/(x). As S is closed under multiplication and A'" is large, we can extract a large subset Aŝ uch that ^(x) is the same for all x in any fiber of A^\ and we can write \[i{x) = <p(p{x)) for all x e A(4). By definition of ifr, we have F|x, y\ = <f>(p{y)){x) whenever x, y e A'4' and p(x) < p(y).
Step 5. For each x e A(4) and b e B = p(A(4)) such that p(x) < b, let <£x(&) = <f>{b)(x). Then 0X maps a set in D into 3, so it is constant on some Cx e D; let <f>* be the value of <f>x(b) for all kC^, For a < e B, let Gia, &| 0, if b e Cx for all x e /4(4) n p" 'lai; 1, odierwise.
Let C e D, C C B be homogeneous for this partition, and let a be the first element of C. As there are only finitely many x £ A^4' D p-1(a| and each Cx is in D, we see that the value of G on [C]2 cannot be 1, so it is 0. Let A*5' = A(4)n p-HO. Thus, if a, e A(5) and p(a) < p(fc) then p(fe) e C , so Fla, fc! = 0 = 4> *
Step 6. The function a \-♦ <j>* maps each fiber into 3. As S is closed under addition and A'5^ is large, we can find a large subset such that this function is fiberwise constant on A*6'. Thus, for a, b e A(6) and p{a) < p(b), we have F\a. fc} = hipia)) for a certain function b.
Step 7. As b maps AJ into 3, it is constant on some set K e D; let its value on K be 77. We set A= A(6* n p- 
